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Silver Screen Desperado
BILLY THE

KID

IN THE MOVIES

Paul Andrew Hutton

H

is time on this earth was brief, his historical significance marginal,
yet his grip on the imagination of the world truly astonishing.
Henry McCarty, aka Henry Antrim, aka Kid Antrim, aka William H. Bonney,
aka The Kid, aka Billy the Kid, is now a figure of international renown and
certainly the most famous citizen ever produced by New Mexico. Not bad
for a runaway Silver City boy, an itinerant gunman, and an occasional cattle
thief, who perished in his twenty-first year. How this stature came about can
be traced to several key sources, but none is more important than that flickering image on the silver screen.
It is a singularly remarkable fact that more motion pictures have been
made about Billy the Kid than any other figure in American, if not world,
history.1 More than on Wyatt Earp or George Custer, more than on George
Washington or Abraham Lincoln, more than on FOR or JFK. At least sixty
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films, both American and foreign, have celebrated the exploits of this
dreamscape desperado. 2
Billy the Kid flashed across New Mexico Territory's history during the
Lincoln County War of 1877-1879 and its aftermath. The only man outlawed for his part in that bitter conflict, he was betrayed by a patrician governor who had contempt for all things New Mexican, by local politicians
awash in corruption, by a justice system dominated by unjust men, and by a
friend who sold out to this venal territorial establishment. While he lived,
he delivered gunsmoke justice to a land that knew no real law, and when he
died, he became a towering legend.
The New Mexico territorial press had already built up The Kid's legend
long before his violent death in July 1881. They painted him as the chief of
a band of brigands, "a terror and disgrace of New Mexico," whose deeds had
been "urged by a spirit as hideous as hell." Santa Fe's Daily New Mexican
noted that he "was a mere boy thirsting for notoriety as a desperado. He has
been very successful in achieving this, and stands at the top of the ladder of
fame, a fit subject for a novel himself.") The press built the pressure that
forced Sheriff Pat Garrett's relentless manhunt for Billy, although it is clear
that the governor's five-hundred-dollar reward was a major motivation for
the freshly minted lawman. When Garrett killed The Kid at old Fort Sumner,
newspapers around the country ran the story, and even The Times of London printed a brief obituary of the slain desperado.
The evolution of The Kid's fanciful legend, however, made only halting
progress before the invention of the motion picture. A handful of dime novels exploited Billy's story, but unlike Kit Carson, Jesse James, and Buffalo
Bill, he never became a major figure in those garish little magazines. The
quick appearance ofseveral dime novels in the months after The Kid's death
led Garrett to writ~ his own version of the young outlaw's career in an attempt to cash in even more on his successful manhunt for Billy. Ash Upson,
who had also known Billy, ghostwrote Garrett's The Authentic Life ofBilly,

The Kid, the Noted Desperado ofthe Southwest, whose Deeds ofDaring and
Blood Made His Name a Terror in New Mexico, Arizona and Northern Mexico.
Published by the press of the Santa Fe New Mexican, the little paperback
was out by the spring of 1882, but it proved to be a commercial failure.
Although few copies were sold, the book nevertheless became the most
important single piece of source material for future writers and filmmakers
working on The Kid's life. In particular it was Garrett's carefully crafted
image of Billy as a charming killer that persisted. "The Kid had a lurking
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devil in him," Garrett wrote in the book's introduction. "It was a goodhumored, jovial imp, or a cruel and blood-thirsty fiend, as circumstances
prompted. Circumstances favored the worser angel, and 'The Kid' fell."
Garrett, or his ghostwriter, correctly forshadowed the as-yet-unformed legend of Billy the Kid: "Under the nom de guerre 'The Kid,' his most bloody
and desperate deeds were wrought-a name which will live in the annals of
daring crime so long as those of Dick Turpin and Claude Duval shall be
remembered."4
Even though Garrett's book failed to find an audience, stock detective
Charles Siringo found invaluable material in its pages for his A Texas Cow
Boy published in 1885. Siringo, who had joined one of Garrett's posses in
search of The Kid, included "A True Sketch of 'Billy The Kid's' Life" in his
autobiography. A Texas Cow Boy was a huge success, especially in cheap
paperback r~prints sold on trains, and singlehandedly kept Billy's name alive
throughout the Southwest for forty years. In 1920 Siringo, by then retired as

Charlie Siringo's friends gathered to honor him at Altadena,
California on 30 January 1927. Left to right: Will and Olive James,
Ed Phillips, Siringo, George "Jack" Cole, unknown, Gordon "Pawnee
Bill" Lillie, Orie Robertson, Emmett Dalton, Frank Murphy, Leonard
Murphy, A. E. Hall.
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)
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a famous Pinkerton agent, privately published his History of"Billy the Kid"
in Santa Fe. While not as successful as his earlier work, the book was the
first Kid biography to appear in a generation. Siringo again built on Garrett's
book but added several new tales portraying Billy as a romantic, if tragic,
hero, whose crimes were certainly justified by hard circumstances. 5
Encouraged by his friend George "Jack" Cole, an attorney, writer, and
artist who had made a fortune in California real estate, Siringo moved to Los
Angeles in 1923. He eventually settled into a cabin owned by Cole near
Cahuenga Avenue and Hollywood Boulevard. Siringo fell in with a remarkable circle of Hollywood westerners including actor William S. Hart, Will
Rogers, Charlie Russell, Will James, E. A. Brininstool, and Eugene Manlove
Rhodes. Hart hired Siringo as a historical consultant on his film Tumbleweeds. 6
Rhodes, in particular, championed Siringo's manuscripts with eastern
publishers and was instrumental in having Riata and Spurs, which devoted
two chapters to Billy the Kid, published by Houghton Mifflin in 1927. A
dinner was held to celebrate the release of the book at the Alexandria Hotel
in Los Angeles. Seated at the head table with Siringo were his friends Henry
Knibbs and Dr. Henry Hoyt, noted western writers W. C. Tuttle and James
W. Schultz, the famous Sioux chief Luther Standing Bear, and Hollywood's
leading western star William S. Hart. To the delight of all in attendance
Siringo spoke of his pursuit of Billy the Kid, holding up the Winchester
rifle, once owned by Deputy Sheriff Billy Mathews, that had been used
to wound the young outlaw in the Lincoln gunfight that killed Sheriff
William Brady. Siringo then drew one of Billy's pistols, now owned by Hart,
and impressed the crowd with his lightening draw. The old lawman had
truly gone Hollywood, and everyone loved it.
Soon after, in October 1928, Siringo died of a heart attack at the age of
seventy-three, but his books helped to encourage a frontier-history boom in
the publishing world. As the generation that had supposedly "won the West"
began to die off, book publishers responded to a rekindled interest in all
things western. Both western fiction and nonfiction now suddenly found a
public anxious to read about the final days of the Wild West. 7
This boomlet of interest in frontier history was inspirational to many.
"Who remembers Billy the Kid?" Harvey Fergusson asked in the June 1925
issue ofH. L. Mencken's The American Mercury. Fergusson, a talented southwestern novelist best remembered for his 1937 bestseller The Life of Riley
(the inspiration for the William Bendix radio and TV comedy), had fallen
under Billy's spell as a boy (as had his equally famous sister, Erna). "A melo-
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drama, portraying Billy as a promising youth ruined by evil companions,
was written and put on the boards; I saw it in the West as late as 1913," he
waxed nostalgic. "An enterprising fellow, whose name I forget, made a living for years by exhibiting a skeleton," continued Fergusson, "alleged to be
that of the bandit, at ten cents a look. Hundreds of thousands paid their
dimes to gape at it."
Fergusson, a hopeless romantic, saw Billy as "the key figure of an epochthe primitive pastoral in the history of the West, which began after the Civil
War and ended with the completion of the first trans-continental railroads
in the early eighties." The outlaw youth was not only typical of the era to
Fergusson but also a perfect hero somehow overlooked by history. This
puzzled the novelist, for he felt certain that "Billy had in a high degree all
the qualities which impress the imaginations of simple men." What stirred
Fergusson's imagination, and that of countless Billy admirers since, was that
the Kid was no crass criminal like Jesse James, who was in the business only
for the money. "Billy was a quixotic romantic, who cared nothing for money,"
stated Fergusson. "He lived and died an idealist."8
One ofthose who obviously read both Fergusson and Siringo, while profiting from this renewed inter~5t in frontier history, was Chicago newspaperman Walter Noble Burns. His The Saga of Billy the Kid, published in the
spring of 1926, was picked as a
main selection of the fledgling
Book-of-the-Month Club and
quickly became a bestseller. The
purple dust-jacket copy set the
tone: "A Robin Hood of the Mesas, a Don Juan of New Mexico,
a cowboy outlaw whose youthful
daring has never been equaled
in our entire frontier history.',g
Burns's book essentially created

Movie tie-in edition of the
book that started it allWalter Noble Burns's The
Saga of Billy the Kid.
(Photograph courtesy Paul
Hutton Collection)
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the modern image of Billy the Kid, for it was he who fully realized the epic
potential of the tale and the romantic potential of Billy as a tragic hero. The
Kid, ranging so long on the margins ofAmerican history, now took a central
place in the pantheon of American heroes. 1O
The book, quickly optioned by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM), was assigned to King Vidor to direct from a screenplay written by Laurence
Stallings, Wanda Tuchok, and Charles MacArthur. Stallings had collaborated with Maxwell Anderson on the classic World War I play What Price
Glory? (1924) and had brought considerable personal experience to the story
since he had lost a leg as a Marine captain at Belleau Wood. This writing
triumph carried Stallings to Hollywood at the request of MGM's youthful
executive Irving Thalberg. At MGM, Stallings worked with Vidor on The
Big Parade (1925), a silent hit that catapulted the new studio to financial
success and cemented the strong working relationship between Thalberg,
Vidor, and Stallings. They now joined together to make a big-budget, outdoor melodrama about Billy the KidY
While the recent advent of sound pictures gave the writer greater fields
of expression it also limited, at least temporarily, the flexibility of the camera, since the microphones could pick up its whir and grind. Making an
action-packed outdoor epic was difficult under any circumstances, even for
a skilled director like Vidor, but it was now compounded by the problem of
the heavy sound equipment and the limited mobility of the camera. Billy
the Kid would prove to be a pioneering effort in working around these problems. With the skeptical Louis B. Mayer convinced that an outdoor sound
western was impossible to make, the delighted Thalberg chomped at the
opportunity to prove the old mogul wrong. The young man provided an
additional challenge (or opportunity) when he decided to shoot the film
with a specially built camera in 70mm and release the production to a dozen
select theaters in what was dubbed "Grandeur Screen." Although Vidor
simultaneously shot the film in traditional 3smm, he became convinced
that the wide-screen format held great promise for the future. He was twentyfive years ahead of his time; exhibitors were still paying for the conversion
of their theaters to sound and were in no mood to embrace this new technology. The coming of television would eventually change their minds, but
that was still far in the future."12
The visionary Thalberg, hardly daunted by new technology, was nevertheless troubled by Billy the Kid's homicidal record. "Too many murders,"
Thalberg announced at a story conference with Vidor and Stallings, "[and]
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the public won't accept it." Vidor glossed over every killing, adding even more
whitewash to the heavy coating that Burns had applied in his book. He pointed
out that all the killings had been justified and that the first one had redressed
an insult to Billy's mother. If not all committed in self-defense, The Kid's
shootings certainly stood on the side of justice, if not the law, the director
implored. Thalberg was unswayed until Stallings jumped in to note that the
public was ready for a vision of violence more honest and clear-eyed than it
had seen in the popular media thus far. Billy the Kid was perfect story material for the era of the American bootlegger and gangster. Thalberg was won
over by Stallings's argument that the Old West Billy was relevant to a generation raised in an era of World War and flapper rebellionY
The filming soon got underway with much of the location shots done
near Gallup, New Mexico, with one particularly memorable scene (Garrett
capturing Billy) reenacted at Kit Carson's Cave. The MGM publicity department trotted out several visitors to the set. One was Sophie Poe, widow
of Garrett's deputy John Poe, and author of the classic New Mexico memoir

Buckboard Days. She was horrified by the glamorous depiction of the outlaw her husband had helped track down.
"Sir, I knew that little buck-toothed killer," she declared to Vidor, "and
he wasn't the way you are making him at all." Vidor had to smile. "Mrs.
Poe," the director replied, "I understand your feelings, but this is what the
people want."14
Another impressive visitor to the set near Gallup was Hollywood icon
William S. Hart. He brought along the pistol that had supposedly belonged
to Billy the Kid - the one he had loaned to Siringo for the Alexandria Hotel
dinner-and made a presentation to Johnny Mack Brown. The young football All-American (he played halfback for Alab~ma) was starstruck. ''I'm
proud to say that we became friends afterward," Brown told film historian
Jon Tuska. "He taught me a great many things. How to crouch, for instance,
and to turn your left side away, to protect your heart. ... I followed his
advice when I had a gun battle in the picture. He even gave me one of Billy
the Kid's guns. I still have it."15
Hart acted ,as technical advisor on the film, although he certainly had
little to do with the wildly inaccurate storyline. The MGM publicity department also got New Mexico governor Richard C. Dillon to endorse the film;
his effusive praise appeared in the opening credit crawl. His declaration was
a pretty bold endorsement, considering that only fifty years had passed since
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the events depicted in the film. In 1930, when MGM released Billy the Kid,
the controversies surrounding the Lincoln County War and Santa Fe Ring
were still open historical sores in New Mexico.
In the film, Billy sides with the Englishman Tunston (Wyndham Standing), who with McSween (Russell Simpson) attempts to set up a new ranch
in Lincoln County. They are attacked by local land baron Donovan (James
Marcus) and his gang of cutthrouts led by Ballinger (the Bob Olinger character played by Warner Richmond). When the gunsmoke clears, Billy is
offered amnesty by Gov. Lew Wallace but refuses to accept if it means that
the murderer Ballinger will also go free. His old pal Garrett, played as an
affable father figure by Wallace Beery, hunts him down and imprisons him
in the Lincoln jail with Ballinger as his guard. The Kid kills Ballinger and
escapes, only again to be tracked by Garrett to the home of a Hispanic friend.
Reunited there with his lady love (Kay Johnson), he is allowed by the sentimental lawman to escape to Mexico.
The original film had Beery kill Brown, but preview audiences were so
upset by this ending that it was reshot to allow the lovers to escape together.
Only in the European version, called The Highwayman Rides, does The
Kid die. The Europeans, more accustomed to tragedy, could evidently cope
with this sad conclusion to the saga. This was hardly the last time that Billy
gets away, for Hollywood would always find it difficult to kill off America's
favorite boy outlaw, despite his historic demise in 1881.
Vidor's picture was Hollywood's third attempt to tell Billy's story, following the 1911 silent film Billy the Kid, probably based on Walter Woods's
popular play, and the 1916 John Steppling film Billy the Bandit. Despite its
impressive location photography, realistic sets and costumes, and personable stars, Vidor's Billy the Kid was not an unqualified success for MGM. Its
production costs had been large, especially with the wide-screen experimentation, and like another wide-screen epic western released that same
year, Raoul Walsh's The Big Trail, it failed to meet the studio's financial
expectations. As a result, Johnny Mack Brown, like The Big Trail's young
star, John Wayne, was banished to poverty-row westerns. These budget westerns defined the genre for the next decade.
The tone of Hollywood's product was changing as well, although at first
it seemed as though the studios might follow the cynical lead of eastern
literary elites during the Jazz Age. Adapting to the revolutionary changes
wrought by sound, films such as The Dawn Patrol (1930) and All Quiet on
the Western Front (1930) exposed the insanity of war; such as Little Caeser

William S. Hart presents Billy's alleged pistol to Johnny Mack Brown
when visiting the film set.
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)

Johnny Mack Browri rides into Lincoln to meet Governor Wallace in
Billy the Kid. (MGM, 1930)
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)
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(1930), The Public Enemy (1931), and Scarface (1931) glorified the power of
the underworld while linking it to societal indifference to poverty; and such
as The Front Page (1931), I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang (1932), and The
Dark Horse (1932) made clear that the stain of corruption extended well
beyond the mobsters to other public figures. These social commentaries,
combined as they were with an approach to sexuality and violence more
daring than seen previously, enraged American conservatives.
They quickly found their voice in 1933 with the formation of the Legion
of Decency. Will Hays, who had been appointed twelve years earlier by the
major film companies to insure the decency of Hollywood's product, found
a powerful ally in the church-backed Legion, which now gave him the clout
to clean up Hollywood. Hays not only waged war on sex and violence, but
also led a successful attack on the cynical irreverence and negative tone of
the social-commentary films. Censorship soon triumphed in cinematic film;
so that Hollywood studios replaced the slum problems that had produced
the gangsters (as well as their splashy lifestyle) with the agonies that afflicted
young Andy Hardy learning the social graces of a moral, virtuous young male,
and the corruption endemic in American political life with the spirited songs
and high-stepping dancers ofBusby Berkeley musicals. The only truly serious
topics touched upon were celluloid versions of classic literature, and even
these efforts were carefully sanitized. In such a stifling atmosphere, no
film dared to glorify an outlaw like Billy the Kid. Furthermore, the elite
intellectuals of the 1920S, who had encouraged the social-commentary films,
also dismissed westerns as simple-minded fluff for the benighted masses. 16
Although the studios made a few prestige westerns in the 1930S (Cimarron
won the Academy Award for Best Picture in 1931), the big ones essentially
abandoned the genre. Led by Republic, several independent production
companies moved in to fill this entertainment gap. Gone, however, was the
stark realism of the William S. Hart silents now replaced by Tom Mix showmanship, kiddie serials, and action-oriented froth. Sound gave the singing
cowboy a voice, and he became a Hollywood staple, with Autry emerging as
the premier western star by decade's endY
There was another Kid film made during this period, although the connection to Billy was tenuous at best. Tucked in the marvelous 1904 collection of short stories by O. Henry, Heart of the West, is a finely crafted tale
entitled "The Caballero's Way." The hero is obviously based on Billy the
Kid: "The Kid was twenty-five, looked twenty; and a careful insurance com-
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pany would have estimated the probable time of his demise at, say, twentysix. His habitat was anywhere between the Frio and the Rio Grande. He
killed for the love of it- because he was quick tempered-to avoid arrestfor his own amusement-any reason that came to his mind would suffice."18
Raoul Walsh filmed the story as In Old Arizona in 1929, casting Warner
Baxter as the Cisco Kid. The film was a huge success, and Baxter won "an
Academy Award as Best Actor. Two years later, Fox made a sequel, The Cisco
Kid, again starring Baxter. Although The Kid was not Hispanic in the original O. Henry story, he morphed into that ethnicity in the Hollywood version, with first Cesar Romero and then Duncan Renaldo playing the Cisco
Kid in Fox, Monogram, and United Artists films. Renaldo, along with Leo
Carrillo as his sidekick Pancho, later brought the Cisco Kid to television.
By that time, the colorful character bore absolutely no resemblance to O.
Henry's original creation based on Billy the Kid. 19
When Billy the Kid returned to the silver screen in 1938, he had the good
fortune to be portrayed by a fledgling cinematic icon who was being featured in only his second starring role. "Most of my early pictures after Under Western Stars were set in the past, and 1 played someone else, not Roy
Rogers," noted the King of the Cowboys Leonard Slye, aka Roy Rogers. "I

Roy Rogers as Billy faces down the villains in Billy the Kid Returns.
(Republic, 1938)

(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)
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was Billy the Kid, Wild Bill Hickok, or Buffalo Bill; and w~ tried to give
each picture an historical flavor."2o Supporting Rogers in Billy the Kid Returns in 1938 was an ensemble that held steady through many of his twentysix films for Republic Studio between 1938 and 1942. Trigger was there of
course, often with second billing as "The Smartest Horse in the Movies," as
was Smiley Burnette as the comic sidekick (soon replaced by George "Gabby"
Hayes), and Mary Hart as the pre-Dale Evans romantic interest. "Starting
with my second picture, Billy the Kid Returns in 1938," Rogers later recalled,
"I was teamed up with Mary Hart, who was added to give the stories some
romance. We never kissed or anything; but she balanced all the action with
a nice, soft touch and gave the movie someone I could sing to."21
Joseph Kane directed Billy the Kid Returns from a Jack Natteford screenplay in a fanciful film with only two identifiable historical characters present:
Rogers as Billy the Kid and Wade Boteler as Pat Garrett. The film begins
with Rogers, as Billy, escaping from a posse and then saving a rancher's wife
from the bad guys before falling to Garrett's pistol. Singing cowboy Roy
Rogers then arrives in Lincoln County with his pal Frog Millhouse (Smiley
Burnette) only to be mistaken by everyone for Billy. Roy has no choice but
to finish Billy's work by cleaning out the bad guys from Lincoln County
with a gun in his hand and a song in his heart. The film was a huge success,
helping to launch Rogers on his fabulous career.
It was the Rogers film that truly marked the beginning of Hollywood's
enduring fascination with Billy the Kid. Producers Releasing Corporation
(PRC), inspired by the commercial success of Billy the Kid Returns, soon
committed to a series of Billy the Kid budget westerns. In 1940 Bob Steele,
son of film pioneer Robert North Bradbury, was cast as Billy in Billy the Kid
Outlawed. AI St. John played his comical sidekick "Fuzzy" Jones in all six of
Steele's Billy the Kid films. 22
Producer Sigmund Neufeld
and his brother, director Sam
Neufeld (usually credited as

Al St. John and Bob
Steele in Billy the Kid's
Range War. (PRC, 1941)
(Photograph courtesy
Paul Hutton Collection)
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Sam Newfield), made nineteen Billy the Kid budget westerns between 1940
and 1943. These little films were typical action westerns for the matinee market. While the first of the Steele films had a slight connection to history, in
that Billy avenges the murder of two Lincoln County friends, the rest of the
series was entirely fictional. Although far removed from any historical reality,
the films created a Billy the Kid brand name that elevated the outlaw into a
position alongside fictional westerners such as Red Ryder, Hopalong Cassidy,
and the Lone Ranger.
After Billy the Kid in Santa Fe in 1941, Steele moved up to Republic to
work in the successful Three Mesquiteers series that John Wayne had left
after his triumph in Stagecoach. Steele was replaced by Buster Crabbe, the
stolid hero of Universal's Buck Rogers and Flash Gordon serials. Beginning
with Billy the Kid Wanted in 1941, Crabbe portrayed Billy in thirteen films.23
Al St. John remained as Billy's sidekick. Crabbe received $3,000 for his lead
role, while St. John was paid $1,000 for films whose budgets were set at
around $22,500.24 In 1943 Crabbe appeared in Blazing Frontier, the final
film in the Billy the Kid series. Although he made for PRC twenty-three
more films with plots almost identical to the previous thirteen, his character's
name was now changed to Billy Carson. Censorship groups had long argued against the glamorization of outlaws, but the end of PRC's Billy the
Kid series was mostly motivated by the sensational controversy surrounding
Howard Hughes's The Outlaw.
While the matinee crowd applauded Buster Crabbe's Billy, their parents
followed the race between MGM and Howard Hughes to get two competing Billy the Kid films into American theaters first. MGM's glossy remake
of the King Vidor epic, starring Robert Taylor, won the race after Hughes's
film The Outlaw, scandalous at the time, collided with Joseph Breen and
the Hays production-code office. The censorship battle, which centered on
Hughes's attention to starlet Jane Russell's full figure, on the fact that Billy
is not killed in the film as punishment for his crimes (as he was in the
MGM film), and on both the heterosexual and homosexual themes in The
Outlaw, delayed its limited release by United Artists until 1943. General
release by RKO was not until 1946.25
One of the reasons Hughes and MGM were so determined to get Billy
the Kid films into production was a remarkable revival of interest in the
western film, particularly in historical westerns, in 1939. Although westerns
had remained a Hollywood staple throughout the depression decade, no one
took the productions-almost exclusively of the budget variety-seriously.

· The famous George Hurrell photograph that made Jane Russell a star
and The Outlaw a hit. (United Artists, 1943)
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)
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Thomas Mitchell, Walter Huston, and Jack Beutel rehearse on the
Arizona set of The Outlaw. (United Artists, 1943)
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)

All that changed in 1939 when several studios hurried prestige westerns into
production: Destry Rides Again at Universal, Dodge City at Warner Brothers,
Drums along the Mohawk, Frontier Marshal, and Jesse James at Fox, Man of

Conquest at Republic, Union Pacific at Paramount, Northwest Passage at
MGM, Arizona at Columbia, and finally, and most importantly for the revival of the genre, Stagecoach from independent producer Walter Wanger.
David Miller's glossy remake of Billy the Kid for MGM struck at the box
office first in 1941. Filmed in lavish Technicolor in Monument Valley, the
big-budget epic spared no expense. Gene Fowler's script changed all the
names to avoid any pesky legal problems (so that Brian Donlevy's character
is called Sherwood, not Garrett, and Ian Hunter is Keating, not Tunstall,
and so forth) and also added the detail of Billy, the only named historical
character, being left handed. The idea that Billy was a lefty comes from the
image reversal seen in the famous tintype of The Kid, but in reality he was
right handed. The idea of Billy as left handed, however, somehow resonates
with the public and has remained a common and attractive myth about the
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young outlaw. In the film, Billy is a righteous avenger but a dangerously
violent anachronism that frontier society must eliminate to pave the way for
civilization. Taylor's Billy realizes this inevitability and thoughtfully switches
his holster to his right side, so that Donlevy can outdraw him in the final
showdown.
The film was a commercial success. Taylor's depiction of Billy inspired
British cartoonist Geoff Campion to create a western comic strip series that
ran from 1952 well into the 1960s. In the comics, Billy looks exactly like
Taylor and is a Lone Ranger clone battling various evil villains from behind
a black mask. He sports a black-leather jacket just like Taylor's MGM outfit,
which quickly became a favorite movie costume for Billy and was later worn
in various styles by Audie Murphy, Scott Brady, and Paul Newman. 26
Howard Hughes had not made a film since his triumph with the 1932
gangster classic Scarface starring Paul Muni. Turning his back on Hollywood, he had founded Hughes Aircraft Company in 1932, while winning a
personal reputation as a daring, albeit unpredictable, aviator, and setting a
new round-the-world flight record in 1938. As war loomed in Europe, Hughes
became increasingly involved in the design and development of military
aircraft. Then suddenly in 1939, he decided to return to the movies with a
western about Billy the Kid. 27
Hughes reunited his Scarface team, director Howard Hawks and writer
Ben Hecht, and set to work on his western. Hecht, slow with his script outline, was replaced by Jules Furthman. Hawks had already developed the
story based on a southwestern legend about Billy the Kid he had once heard.
"I found the story, we wrote the script, and were going to make a little Western out of it. I heard the thing down in New Mexico-it was one of the
legends of Billy the Kid," he told Peter Bogdanovich. "A simple idea - Billy
the Kid and Pat Garrett the sheriff were great friends. When Billy fell in
love, Pat Garrett blew the face off another man, said it was Billy the Kid and
Billy and the girl went off to Mexico and lived happily ever after. That was
just a1egend."28
Two unknowns were cast as the leads: Jack Beutel as Billy and Jane Russell
as Rio. Hughes was obsessed with exploiting the commercial potential of
Russell's remarkable figure. He wanted it to appear that she was braless (as
Jean Harlow had been in his earlier films) but this was not feasible because
of her bust size. So he set to work designing a special bra for the starlet.
Hughes's garment ultimately displeased Russell. "Howard then decided
it wouldn't be any harder to design a bra than it would be to design an
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airplane," Russell recalled. "He tried. When I went into the dressing room
with my wardrobe girl and tried it on, I found it uncomfortable and ridiculous. Obviously, he wanted today's seamless bra, which didn't exist then. It
was a good idea-as usual, he was way ahead of his time- but I wasn't
doing 103 takes on this subject. So I put on my own bra, covered the seams
with tissue, pulled the straps over to the side, put on my blouse, and started
out. ... Howard finally nodded okay and filming proceeded. I never wore
his bra, and believe me, he could design planes, but a Mr. Playtex he wasn't."29
Later, when the Hays Office reviewed the film, this focus on Russell's
anatomy deeply offended Breen. "In my more than ten years of critical examination of motion pictures I have never seen anything quite so unacceptable as the shots of the breasts of the character of Rio," Breen wrote his boss
Will Hays. "Throughout almost half the picture the girl's breasts, which are
quite large and prominent, are shockingly and, in almost every instance, are
very substantially uncovered."lO
Breen's shock (and awe) led to a major legal battle that Hughes would
ultimately lose to the Production Code Administration. The director nevertheless won a greater victory byshowcasing the absurdity of the censors and
by initiating the gradual liberation of Hollywood from their stifling stranglehold on content, creativity, and innovation in film. The Outlaw opened in
the censorship dike a crack that Breen could never repair. David Selznick's

1946 western epic Duel in the Sun, starring Jennifer Jones and Gregory
Peck and packing in far more sexual content than The Outlaw, became a
huge commercial success after a brief fight with Breen and only a few cuts.
After The Outlaw, the western would never be the same. 31
Artistic freedom was all well and good, but Hughes knew exactly what he
was selling in his Billy the Kid picture. When Russell complained to him
about the exploitive nature of her publicity photos, Hughes simply replied,
"That's the way to sell a picture."32
Speculation has long focused on Hughes's obsession with Russell, and
most especially her chest, but author Charles Higham insists that the aircraft pioneer-turned-movie mogul's real interest was the handsome, unknown
young actor Jack Beutel. It was publicist Russell Birdwell who fully exploited
Russell's sensual power. George Hurrell's photos of a pouting Russell reclining in a haystack and gripping a pistol in her hand blanketed the country and soon the world as a favorite GI pinup. Hurrell's fabulous photography
made Russell a star long before she was ever seen in a movie. 33

The Many Faces of Billy the Kid

Buster Crabbe (1942)

Scott Brady (1954)

Anthony Dexter (1957)
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Geoffrey Deuel (1970)

Kris Kristofferson (1973)

Emilio Estevez (1988)
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(All photographs in this gallery are courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)
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Production on The Outlaw began on location near Flagstaff, Arizona, in
December 1940. Gregg Toland, fresh from his triumph with Citizen Kane,
was hired as cinematographer. Daily rushes were flown back to Hughes
every night. The increasingly eccentric Hughes was displeased with the footage because the magnificent western vistas were cloudless. He instructed
Hawks to wait for clouds to appear. Weeks went by with the cast and crew of
over two hundred members idling at Tuba City and futilely glancing at the
empty sky. A frustrated Hawks finally asked Hughes for his release, so that
he might accept an offer to direct Gary Cooper in Sergeant York. Hughes
took over direction, bringing the crew back to Los Angeles by train and then
filming at night after he worked all day at the aircraft plant. The film wrapped
on 7 February 1941 and the battle with the censors began. l4
The Outlaw is a terrible movie, which is a rather remarkable achievement given the talent involved in its production. The film also remains one
of the most bizarre westerns ever made. The story is a love triangle of sorts:
Billy and Doc Holliday (Walter Huston) vie for the affections of Russell's
Rio. Into this mix comes Pat Garrett (Thomas Mitchell), who is jealous of
the new friendship between Doc and Billy. This homosexual tension is quite
strong in the film, but Breen, riveted on Russell's cleavage, totally missed
the homoeroticism, which was lost on most of the audience in the 1940S as
well. Not only are Russell's breasts shamelessly flaunted for profit, but her
value as a human being is breezily dismissed when Doc, learning that she
has slept with Billy, rejects her with the line: "I don't want her now. Cattle
don't graze after sheep." Garrett eventually tracks down the trio and accidentally shoots Doc in his attempt to kill Billy. In the end, Billy and Rio
ride away-Doc's grave is marked with Billy's name.
As Hughes fought Breen, Birdwell began his masterful publicity campaign featuring Hurrell's photograph of Russell on billboards above the slogan "How'd you like to tussle with Russell?" The advertising campaign was
far more salacious than the film itself, which finally won Breen's approval
after some cuts. The picture premiered to universally bad reviews at San
Francisco's Geary Theatre on 5 February 1943, but the Catholic Legion of
Decency's ban of the film was great for business. After ten weeks of fabulous
commercial success in this limited release, Hughes withdrew The Outlaw.
Under wartime distribution agreements, films were sent overseas for free
screenings to the troops, the very audience that had made Russell a pinup
celebrity. By withdrawing the film until a 1946 re-release, Hughes insured
that millions of GIs would pay full ticket prices to see Jane Russell romance
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Billy the Kid. The film did record business, grossing over $3 million domestically. Thus did Billy the Kid break down American film censorship and
add to the wealth and legend of the remarkable Mr. Hughes, while setting
the stage for American society's breast fixation in the 195os.35

The Outlaw, while a bad film, was an influential one. The western genre
changed dramatically during the .war years and immediate postwar period.
The major studios now produced fewer prestige westerns, lavishing budgets
instead on escapist musicals and war films, but the independents continued
to crank out budget westerns at an extraordinary rate. In 1943 Roy Rogers
overtook Gene Autry as the top western money-making star. Several of the
prestige westerns made at this time foreshadowed a trend toward the social
and psychological films that followed the war. Most notable among these
were William Wellman's The Ox-Bow Incident (1942), a dark commentary
on lynching; King Vidor's Duel in the Sun (1946) with its blatantly sexual
thematic content; Raoul Walsh's Pursued (1947), perhaps the first Freudianinspired western; and John Ford's Fort Apache (1948), a heroic but nevertheless clear-eyed vision of military folly.l6
Billy the Kid turned up regularly in films during this period, although
often in a cameo in pictures such as The Return of the Badmen (1948), The

Boy from Oklahoma (1954), and Strange Lady in Town (1955); in stories,
such as West of Tombstone (1942), Son of Billy the Kid (1949), and The Parson and the Outlaw (1957), featuring him, after his escape from Garrett, as
an older man; or in tales, like Alias Billy the Kid (1946), Captive ofBilly the
Kid (1952), and Last of the Desperados (1956), that simply used his name.
The latter picture teamed director Sam Newfield and actor Bob Steele, as
Charlie Bowdre, for a final Billy film about Pat Garrett's difficulty in living
down his reputation as the man who killed The Kid. Although the budget
western was in its final death throes after the expansion of television, three
budget films told Billy's story yet again: I Shot Billy the Kid (1950) starring
Don "Red" Barry as the outlaw, The Law vs. Billy the Kid (1954) featuring
Scott Brady as a particularly long-in-the-tooth Billy, and A Bullet for Billy

the Kid (1963) showcasing Gaston Sands as Billy. Some Billy films were
simply bizarre. In 1965 Billy battled slapstick comedy in The Outlaws Is
Coming starring the Three Stooges and future TV Batman Adam West, and
the next year, he fought the forces of darkness represented by John Carradine
in Billy the Kid vs. Dracula.
The two most notable Billy the Kid films of the postwar years were Four

Faces West (1948) and The Kid from Texas (1950). Alfred Green's Four Faces

Joel McCrea and Charles Bickford in Four Faces West, which was
filmed near EI Moro, New Mexico. (United Artists, 1948)
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)

Audie Murphy,
Will Geer,
Gale Storm,
and Albert
Dekker in The
Kid from Texas.
(UniversalInternational,
195°)
(Photograph
courtesy Paul
Hutton
Collection)
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West, a superb little western, was based on Eugene Manlove Rhodes's classic 1926 Saturday Evening Post story "Paso por Aquf." Rhodes had been a
friend to both Charlie Siringo and Pat Garrett. In his youth, he had been a
partisan of Oliver Lee, the man, many believe, ordered Garrett's murder in
1908, but in time Rhodes came to greatly admire the old lawman. In particular he believed that Walter Noble Burns maligned Garrett in Saga of
Billy the Kid. Rhodes adapted one of Siringo's tales-that of Billy the Kid
ministering to a sick man despite his own peril from Garrett's pursuit-into
a wonderful short story that also enhanced Garrett's reputation. Four Faces
West does full justice to Rhodes's tale, featuring Charles Bickford as Garrett;
Joel McCrea as the renamed Kid character Ross McEwen; McCrea's reallife wife Frances Dee as the girl from the East, Fay Hollister; and Joseph
Calleia as Monte Marquez, the wise Hispanic narrator. Filmed on location
in central New Mexico, the film remains one of the finest character-driven
westerns ever made. 37

Scott Brady escapes from Lincoln County jail in The Law vs. Billy

the Kid. (Columbia, 1954)
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)
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Audie Murphy, America's most-decorated World War II hero, was cast in
his second Hollywood starring role as Billy the Kid in Universal's The Kid
from Texas. The title was an obvious reference to the origins of Murphy, not
Billy. In response to critics who were perplexed by the casting of a heavily
decorated war hero as a notorious outlaw, Universal publicity flak Paul Short
responded: "We have made it as easy for Audie as possible, by casting him
[as] Billy the Kid, who did most of his talking with his gun." Murphy added
his own studio-inspired sentiment: "When I was a youngster, I might have
become another Billy the Kid if I hadn't had wonderful neighbors who
pitched in and gave me jobs and helped in numerous ways."38 While the
Universal publicity campaign exploited Murphy's wartime reputation with
a gun, it carefully avoided attaching any antisocial meaning to this image.
In the film, Murphy is barely required to act but is used effectively both
to look good and to shoot straight. Understanding Murphy's limited range
as an actor, screenwriter Robert Andrews instead saw his potential as a film
personality: "William Bonney started shooting and couldn't stop. Audie
Murphy came alive when he was Billy the Kid. Waiting on the set, he was
ready not to act, but for action."39 In many ways, no actor ever better understood the violent nature of Billy the Kid than did the tragic, mentally tortured war hero, Murphy.
The film features a novel plot twist: the Alexander McSween character,
called Alexander Kain and played by Albert Dekker, is jealous of the obvious attraction between Billy and his young wife acted by Gale Storm. During the final gunfight in Lincoln, Dekker is shot by Billy's pal, Will Geer,
before he can kill The Kid. Frank Wilcox, as Pat Garrett, later reluctantly
kills Billy as he stands transfixed outside a window to watch Storm play the
piano (often a frequent metaphor for refinement in Billy the Kid movies).
Premiering in Dallas in February 1950, The Kid from Texas met with
mixed reviews and big box-office receipts, successfully launching Murphy
as a Hollywood star. When he died prematurely in 1971, his old friend Bill
Mauldin, the famed war and political cartoonist, wrote in Life magazine
words for Murphy that could also easily have been applied to Billy the Kid.
Mauldin saw in Murphy a man who refused to "adjust, accept, tolerate,
temporize, and sometimes compromise." Murphy, like Billy, was unique.
"In him," said Mauldin, "we all recognized the straight, raw stuff, uncut
and fiery as the day it left the still. Nobody wanted to be in his shoes, but
nobody wanted to be unlike him, either."40
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The success of the Kid's tale in Hollywood comes directly from its remarkable adaptability. Billy has indeed proven to be a boy for all seasons. In
1957 writer Leslie Stevens adapted a teleplay by Gore Vidal into one of the
most remarkable, if deeply flawed, retellings of The Kid's story. Lodged solidly in the teenage-rebel obsession then gripping the nation, The Left Handed
Gun fits nicely in the genre of The Wild Ones, Rebel without a Cause, and
Asphalt Jungle. In first-time director Arthur Penn's film Billy, uncertain of
new passions or outdated moralities, searches for both personal identity and
vengeance after the murder of his surrogate father, John Tunstall. (Played
by Colin Keith Johnston, Tunstall is an elderly man in The Left Handed
Gun as in previous films, despite the fact that the historical Englishman
was only twenty-four when killed). Billy's bloody quest destroys his best friends
Tom (James Best) and Charlie (James Congdon) and alienates others until
Pat Garrett (John Dehner) reluctantly but necessarily kills him. As in the
Robert Taylor film, Billy willingly courts death - this time drawing on Garrett
from an empty holster. He falls across a wooden frame as if crucified by
society's indifference to his teenage angst. 4!
Newman brought a brooding intensity to the role, marking the film as the
first, but hardly the last, method-acted Billy epic. Newman had played the
role previously in the NBC Philco Playhouse live broadcast of the Vidal teleplay, The Death ofBilly the Kid, in 1955. Proud ofhis portrayal ofBilly, Newman
felt the film "a little bit ahead of its time and a classic in Europe." Vidal hated
the movie, labeling it "a film that only someone French could like."41
Vidal, who had been sent to a New Mexico school for "disturbed rich
kids" in 1939, had developed an affinity for Billy the Kid at the Los Alamos
facility, where he emerged as a consistent rebel. The headmaster attempted
to impress conformity upon him but failed. "But little did they suspect that
I was not the usual victim," he recalled. "I was already beginning to identify
with Billy the Kid."43 Vidal finally got his chance to bring his vision of Billy
to the screen in 1989 as Gore Vidal's Billy the Kid on Ted Turner's new TNT
cable network. Val Kilmer brooded expansively as the outlaw, and Vidal
even had a cameo, but no real improvement over The Left Handed Gun was
readily discernable. 44
Warner Brothers was unhappy with both the homosexual content of
Vidal's story as well as the tragic ending of the historical tale. The teenage
angle was an obvious plus, but the rest was tough to sell to a generally
homophopic 1950S audience. Unhappy with what it saw, the studio brass
took the film away from Penn before the final cut. He retreated back to
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Paul Newman as Billy catches up on his exploits under the watchful
eye of Paul Smith as the Deputy Bell character in The Left Handed
Gun. (Warner Brothers, 1958)
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)

theater before returning to the movies in triumph with The Miracle Worker
in 1962 and his outlaw saga Bonnie and Clyde in 1967. Newman's method
acting, while certainly creative and interesting, did not enhance director
Penn's storytelling. Noted a New York Times reviewer: "Poor Mr. Newman
seems to be auditioning alternately for the Moscow Art Players and the Grand
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Old Opry, as he ambles about, brooding, grinning or mumbling endlessly."
The training in Lee Strasberg's Actor's Studio is certainly evident throughout The Left Handed Gun but would be even more so in the next Billy the
Kid feature. 45
Producer Frank Rosenberg read Charles Neider's excellent Billy the Kid
novel, The Authentic Death of Hendry Jones, in the summer of 1957. He
bought the rights for $25,000 and hired television writer Sam Peckinpah to
adapt a screenplay for scale-then $3,000. This effort was only Peckinpah's
second screenplay. He had just completed an adaptation of another historical tale, The Dice ofGod, a reworking of the George Custer story by !10velist
Hoffman Birney, that was released as The Glory Guys in 1965. Captivated by
The Kid's story, Peckinpah infused his adaptation of Neider's novel with a
hard-edged romanticism about the vanishing West that he eventually realized to perfection in The Wild Bunch (1969). It took Peckinpah six months
to complete the screenplay because of his obsessive research into the story
of Billy the Kid. In his screenplay, Peckinpah told the story of the Rio Kid
through flashbacks from the young outlaw's funeral. Rosenberg got the
screenplay to Marlon Brando, Hollywood's critical darling and consistent
rebel, who was then searching for a western as his next picture. Brando
loved the script and Paramount put One-Eyed Jacks on the fastrack. 46
Stanley Kubrick was hired to direct, and he and Brando went off for six
weeks to rewrite the script. Calder Willingham, who had worked with
Kubrick on the classic World War I film Paths of Glory was soon brought
aboard to rewrite the rewrite, and onward the revision process went for
months. He was then fired, and Guy Trosper hired for a final "polish."
Kubrick was fired when Brando suddenly decided to direct. "This guy is a
fake," he declared of Kubrick, who left to direct Spartacus. By the time the
company arrived in Monterey to begin filming in December 1959, the production already had a marvelous pedigree of cast-off talent but still no ending. One-Eyed Jacks was to be a train wreck of epic proportionsY
The set was just as troubled as preproduction had been. The sixty-day
schedule expanded to six months. Brando's directing style astonished Producer Rosenberg. "He pondered each camera set-up while 120 members of
the company sprawled on the ground like battle-weary troops," Rosenberg
recalled. "He exposed a million feet of film, thereby hanging up a new
world's record." Brando's cut of One-Eyed Jacks ran four hours and forty-two
minutes, the movie itself going four million dollars over budget. When finally released in March 1961, after Paramount forced Brando to film a new,
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Marlon Branda, Pina Pellicer, and Slim Pickens in One-Eyed Jacks.
(Paramount, 1961)
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)

happier ending in which the Rio Kid rides into a California sunset, the film
failed at the box office. Brando publicly disowned it. 48
Peckinpah, whose bitterness over Hollywood betrayal was a personal
mantra, was not surprised by the disaster. "I had adapted the thing from a
novel by Charles Neider called The Authentic Death of Hendry Jones, based
on the true story of Billy the Kid. It was the definitive work on the subject,
but Marlon screwed it up," he told Playboy in 1972. "He's a hell of an actor,
but in those days he had to end up as a hero and that's not the point of the
story. Billy the Kid was no hero. He was a gunfighter, a real killer."49
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This was all too bad, since Neider's original revenge tale of the Rio Kid
(Brando) and the outlaw pal Dad Longworth (Karl Malden) who betrays
him had enormous potential. The final film, which also featured Ben
Johnson, Slim Pickens (as the Olinger character), and Katy Jurado shows
flashes of brilliance, with beautiful photography by Charles Lang and a
lush musical score by Hugo Friedhofer. One-Eyed Jacks is reflective of the
kind of talent consistently attracted to The Kid's compelling story and of the
enormous difficulty in getting that story right.
The western had certainly thrived during the 1950S, reaching a new artistic
maturity and attracting top talent like Newman and Branda. During that decade, the genre alone accounted for nearly 30 percent of Hollywood's total
feature production. The seeds of doom, however, had already been sown.
Early television, desperate for programming, had used budget westerns to fill
the bill. William Boyd proved just how lucrative television could be by licensing the rights to his sixty-six Hopalong Cassidy films to the new medium. By
1950 Boyd oversaw a Happy industry estimated at $200 million as the success
of his television westerns promoted a wide array of merchandising. Gene Autry
went over to television in 1950, followed soon after by Roy Rogers. These
television westerns employed the conventions ofthe budget-western and aimed
for the same juvenile audience. When
Walt Disney broke with the major
film studios in 1954 and began producing programs for the new ABC
network, his Disneyland television
program revolutionized the neophyte
medium with a three-part western
series on the life of Davy Crockett.
By the time the last episode of the
trilogy aired on 23 February 1955, a
national craze of unprecedented proportions was underway. Soon every

Barry Sullivan as Garrett and
Clu Gulager as Billy are friendly
enemies in the television show
The Tall Man.
(Photograph courtesy Paul
Hutton Collection)
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moppet in America had a coonskin cap and every network boasted a stable of
horse operas. These new television westerns, like the Davy Crockett programs,
emphasized high production values and aimed for an audience beyond the
kindergarten crowd. In the fall of 1955, ABC launched Hugh O'Brian in The
Life and Legend of Wyatt Earp and CBS countered with James Arness in
Gunsmoke. The TV adult western was born. By the 1958-1959 season, six of
the top-seven programs on television were westerns, a total of forty-eight western series galloping across the airways in 1959. 50
Billy proved just as popular on the little screen as he had been on the big
one. From television's earliest days, the outlaw youth was a regular in
the person of Paul Newman on Philco Playhouse in 1955, Hugh O'Brian
in "Billy and the Bride" on Stage Seven in 1955, Richard Jaeckel on Stories ofthe Century in 1955, Robert Vaughn on Tales ofWells Fargo in 1957,
Dennis Hopper on Sugarfoot in 1957, Robert Conrad on Colt ·45 in 1959,
future Broadway star Joel Grey on Maverick in 1960, Ray Strickland on
both Bronco in 1959 and Cheyenne in 1961, Andrew Prine in "The Outlaw
and the Nun" on The Great Adventure in 1963, Robert Blake as "The Kid
from Hell's Kitchen" on Death Valley Days in 1966, and Robert Walker Jr.
on The Time Tunnel in 1967.51 Billy, of course, had his own series for two
seasons in 1960-1962. In NBC's The Tall Man, veteran actor Barry Sullivan
portrayed Pat Garrett while newcomer Clu Gulager was cast as rascally
Billy. Garrett was alternately rescued by Billy or was forced to get the impetuous youngster out of trouble. Low ratings finished Billy before Garrett
was forced to shoot him. 52
The overexposure of westerns on television, the death or retirement of
many stars and directors, and a shift in societal attitudes all contributed to a
stark decline in the genre during the 1960s. Although 130 western features
were released in 1950 and 68 in 1955, the genres numbers had declined to 22
films by 1965. The westerns made during the 1960s became increasingly
obsessed with human tragedy and the end of the frontier, as the nation
reeled from the bright optimism of John F. Kennedy's "New Frontier" opening the decade to the dark, violent devisiveness that marked the Vietnam
War era ending it. In a time of political assassination and protest, youthful
alienation, and foreign war, American audiences embraced the new conventions of immoral violence inherent in the Italian westerns of Sergio
Leone. Billy the Kid was a subject of several of these foreign westerns but
also provided grist for the mill of new American westerns in which heroism
and honor became a thing of the past. 53
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Although Billy the Kid films of this period generally reflected the divisions then tearing at the American social fabric, Billy opened the new decade in a rather traditional John Wayne action film, Chisum, in 1970. This
was Wayne's first film after winning the Best-Actor Oscar for True Grit.
Scripted and produced by television veteran Andrew J. Fenady (The Rebel,
Branded), the action-packed western featured Wayne as John Chisum, the
ultimate benevolent cattle king, winning the Lincoln County War with the
help of his reckless ally, Billy, played by Geoffrey Deuel. Two former 1V
Billys, Andrew Prine and Richard Jaeckel, were cast respectively as Alexander
McSween and as Jesse Evans. Glenn Corbett played a stalwart Pat Garrett,
who senses the trouble to come from his likeable but dangerous friend Billy.
Under director Andrew McLaglen's steady hand, the film is fast paced and
en joyable on many levels, but while commercially successful, it was already
an anachronism when released. At the end of the film, the Duke surveys his
empire, puffs on his cigar, and furrows his brow over the storm on the horizon unleashed by Billy. The times are most certainly changing, as becomes
quite evident in the Billy films to follow. 54
Dennis Hopper, who had played Billy on television in Sugarfoot, was
fresh off his 1969 directoral triumph in Easy Rider (where he also played the
outlaw biker, "Billy") when Universal gave him a free hand to make The

Last Movie. The film, which is almost incomprehensible yet strangely compelling, tells of the making of a Billy the Kid movie in Peru. In the film
within the film, Sam Fuller is the crazed director, Dean Stockwell plays
Billy, and Rod Cameron, Garrett. When an extra is killed during filming,
the local natives become confused on the difference between art and reality
with terrible consequences for Hopper's character, Kansas. Hopper's pals
Kris Kristofferson and Peter Fonda were along for this seemingly druginduced ride. Europeans loved the film, of course, and it won first-prize at
the Venice Film FestivaP5
Two years later, Jack Warner produced Dirty Little Billy, a debunking of
The Kid's legend helmed by director Stan Dragoti. Michael J. Pollard, who
had captured attention in Arthur Penn's Bonnie and Clyde, played Billy as a
doltish, sniveling punk living in a filthy world of corruption, where he fits
right in. The film supposedly relates Billy's initiation into crime. Since Billy
was an anti-establishment figure, he did not make a particularly good target
for the debunkers, especially for the alienated youth audience of 1972. The
film failed miserably at the box office.

John Canadine as Dracula with Melinda Plowman as Betty and
Chuck Courtney as Billy. (Embassy, 1966)
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)

Two Billys for the
price of oneGeoffrey Deuel
played Billy in
Chisum with Andrew
Prine, who had
previously portrayed
Billy in the 1963
television show The
Great Adventure,
playing McSween.
(Warner Brothers,
197 0 )
(Photograph courtesy
Andrew Fenady)

The deleted death
. scene from Billy
the Kid, with
Johnny Mack
Brown, Wallace
Beery, and Kay
Johnson. (MGM,
193°)
(Photograph
courtesy Paul
Hutton
Collection)

Robert Taylor
switches his
holster to his
right side for
the final
showdown with
Brian Donlevy
in Billy the Kid.
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(MGM,1941)
(Photograph
courtesy Paul
Hutton
Collection)

Kris Kristofferson as
Billy loses his life to
James Coburn as Pat
Garrett, his oneti me friend in Pat

Garrett and Billy the
Kid. (MGM, 1973)
(Photograph courtesy
Paul Hutton
Collection)

Director Stan
Dragoti, producer
Jack Warner, and
supermodel Cheryl
Tiegs (Dragoti's wife)
on the set of Dirty

Little Billy.
(Columbia, 1972)

(Photograph courtesy
Paul Hutton
Collection)
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Famed director Fritz Lang had recognized the perils inherent in debunking Billy, a generation before Dragoti's grand failure. "I would have loved to
make a picture about Billy the Kid. You know the original man? In the
photos he looked like a moron, which he probably was," Lang told Peter
Bogdanovich. "But motion pictures have spread the legend, and because
an audience is educated, they know from the films that Billy the Kid was a
handsome, dashing outlaw, and if somebody would make him today as he
really was, it would probably be so much against the grain of an audience
that it couldn't be a success."56
Far more attuned to the times, as well as to the romantic legend of the
young outlaw, was Sam Peckinpah's Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid also released in 1972. Kris Kristofferson's Billy was a charming anarchist and violent anachronism with no place in the corrupt new order coming to power
in frontier New Mexico. James Coburn's aging Pat Garrett must abandon
obsolete ideas of freedom and loyalty and sell out his old friend Billy in
order to win a place in this new West. But Garrett's law, arbitrary and illegitimate, exists only to protect the rich and powerful. In the end, he realizes
that he has committed spiritual suicide by killing Billy. As he rides out of
Fort Sumner, a young boy, in an obvious commentary on the ending of
Shane, follows him, throwing stones. The picture was the perfect counterculture film and the perfect romantic western all wrapped into one. The
film still stands as a deeply flawed but powerful masterpiece. 57
Producer Gordon Carroll envisioned Billy the Kid as a rock star and the
perfect hero for the youth-obsessed sixties generation. Here was a western
story that could have "some contemporary relevance, but without its being
forced or strained." Billy provided, Carroll thought, a glowing example of
"the question of what it must be like to live all your life at one incandescent
point, then its over." He found the perfect writer in Rudolph Wurlitzer, who
had already been researching Billy. "Not only did Billy the Kid appeal to
the writer as a romantic myth signifying the sacrifice of youth and freedom," noted Wurlitzer (who also plays Tom O'Folliard in the film), "but at
one time in his youth he had been convinced that he was a direct reincarnation of Billy the Kid." Peckinpah was also delighted at the chance to revisit
the material that had so intrigued him before the One-Eyed Jacks debacle
and to work with young Wurlitzer, whose screenplay for Two-Lane Blacktop
he greatly admired. The project seemed a perfect collaboration for all. 58
Turmoil soon engulfed the shooting of Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid. "I
would not say that the picture was anything but a battleground," Carroll
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Japanese advertisement for
the Pat Garrett and Billy
the Kid soundtrack, which
featured the song
"Knockin' on Heaven's
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declared, "from two to three weeks before we started shooting until thirteen
weeks after we finished." Peckinpah, descending rapidly into the selfdestructive alchoholic and drug-induced haze that would prematurely kill
him, feuded with MGM head James Aubrey. Known in film circles as "the
smiling cobra," Aubrey was gutting the studio to build the MGM Grand in
Las Vegas and was in no mood to tolerate Peckinpah's tantrums. He eventually took the film away from the director and removed several scenes including the marvelous bookends of Garrett's own death that framed the
story. The film failed miserably at the box office. Aubrey won his battle with
Peckinpah by destroying a magnificent western and simultaneously bankrupting one of Hollywood's greatest studios. 59
The film's remarkable cast included rock stars Kristofferson, Rita
Coolidge, and Bob Dylan. While playing "Alias," which was also the name
of the central character in the 1938 Billy the Kid ballet scored by Aaron
Copland, Dylan also composed the score for the film. His haunting
"Knockin' on Heaven's Door" became an instant classic. Other cast members filled out a "Who's Who" of western character actors: Coburn in his
finest role as Garrett, One-Eyed Jacks veterans Katy Jurado and Slim Pickens,
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Richard Jaeckel as Kip McKinney, Jason Robards as Govenor Wallace, Paul
Fix (who had long played the sheriff on Peckinpah's TV creation The Rifleman) as Pete Maxwell, Barry Sullivan as Chisum, John Beck as John Poe,
R. G. Armstrong as a particularly evil Deputy Olinger, Chill Wills, Gene
Evans, Jack Elam, Emilio Fernandez, Dub Taylor, Luke Askew, Matt Clark,
L. Q. Jones, Elisha CookJr., Charlie Martin Smith, and Harry Dean Stanton.
Finally, most symbolically important was that Peckinpah played a cameo as
a coffin maker at the end of the film. It was to be one of the last hurrahs for
the western. 60
The western vanished from movie screens for nearly fifteen years until
Twentieth Century Fox's "Brat Pack" hit Young Guns gave a new lease on
life to the dormant genre in the summer of 1988. Although it seemed to
some an effort to transplant the Los Angeles Crips into nineteeth-century
New Mexico, the film-its serious tone, authentic look, quick violence,
and personable young stars-won over audiences, grossing nearly $47 million. Although truer to history in innumerable details than many previous
films, John Fusco's brilliant script has his young guns nevertheless win their
generation-gap range war, killing Jack Palance as the villainous Murphy in
a finish as wildly inaccurate as the one in Fenady's Chisum.
Director Chris Cain made the most of his New Mexico locations and
exceptional cast of seasoned veterans and young newcomers. With Jack
Palance, Terence Stamp (Tunstall), Brian Keith (Buckshot Roberts), and
Patrick Wayne (Garrett) alongside hot newcomers Emilio Estevez (Billy),
his brother Charlie Sheen (Dick Brewer), Lou Diamond Phillips (Chavez),
Casey Siemaszko (Bowdre), and Kiefer Sutherland (Scurlock), Cain fashioned a fast-paced film that seemed simultaneously both historical and contemporary. Much of the credit for the film's success goes to Fusco's script.
"When 1 first saw a tintype photo of Billy the Kid, what hit me was that it
didn't correspond at all with the legend of the noble bandit: Robert Taylor
dressed in black, the left-hander who whistled sad ballads, the lady-killer;'
Fusco recalled. "I looked at the young man in the photo and said, No, there's
something else here. This is a ferret in a derby."61
The success of Young Guns prompted Fusco to pen a sequel that also
found a wide audience. Teen heartthrob Estevez recapped his truly inspired
performance as Billy in a tale that piled up corpses and box-office receipts
at an equally astonishing rate. The film picked up where the first film ended,
featuring William Petersen as Garrett, Christian Slater as Dave Rudabaugh,
and James Coburn as Chisum. Director Geoff Murphy's Young Guns II

John Fusco, writer of Young
Guns and Young Guns II.
(Photograph courtesy Paul
Hutton Collection)

The Regulators of Young Guns. From left to right: Emilio Estevez as
Billy, Kiefer Sutherland as Doc, Charlie Sheen as Brt;wer, and Lou
Diamond Phillips as Chavez y Chavez. Some of the shooting for this
film took place in Cerrillos, New Mexico. (Twentieth Century Fox,

1988)
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)
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strongly suggested that the Kid escaped Garrett's ambush to live on under
the alias of Brushy Bill Roberts. In 1990 Fusco had just as difficult a time
killing off his hero as King Vidor had back in 1930. But after all, this is
Hollywood and not a history lesson. The success of the two films helped to
resurrect the genre-Billy the Kid had saved the western.
When three New Mexico lawmen initiated an investigation into The
Kid's death and burial in the spring of 2003, they inspired the latest Billy
film. This trio-Sheriff Tom Sullivan of Lincoln County and his deputy
sheriff Steve Sederwall, along with SheriffGary Graves ofDeBaca Countydetermined to prove once and for all that Brushy Bill Roberts of Hico, Texas,
was not Billy and that Sheriff Pat Garrett had indeed killed The Kid at Fort
Sumner in 1881. The movies had certainly contributed to this myth.
New Mexico's high-profile governor Bill Richardson now jumped in to
support the lawmen's effort to protect New Mexico's most famous citizen
from this Texas imposter. The governor and the sheriffs proposed to dig up
Billy's mother in Silver City and compare her DNA with that of the imposter Roberts. The story made headlines from New York (including a frontpage story in the New York Times) to Bombay. CNN was soon interviewing
the governor about Billy, while the BBC, Discovery, and the History Channel all filmed programs on the controversy. But for every action there is a
reaction, and irate officials in Silver City and Fort Sumner quickly announced that they would fight any exhumations. Billy the Kid scholars Fred
Nolan and Robert Utley denounced the project. The governor, no amateur
at this publicity game, gingerly sidestepped his critics by moving the debate
to a pardon for Billy, once promised but never delivered by Gov. Lew
Wallace. Governor Richardson also made clear that much of his intent was
simply to call attention to the colorful history of New Mexico, which Billy
so perfectly represents.
This new Billy boomlet led French filmmaker Anne Feinsilber to travel to
New Mexico and film a feature documentary on the lawmen's quixotic quest.
For several months, Feinsilber followed the lawmen across New Mexico, where
she fell in love with both the landscape and story. Kris Kristofferson signed on
to provide narration as Billy's ghost. The film was selected for the Cannes
Film Festival, where Feinsilber was joined by Stetson-bedecked lawmen
Sullivan and Sederwall for the May 2006 premiere. Her Requiem for Billy the
Kid is the latest, but hardly the last, Billy the Kid film. 62
Hollywood has found Billy the Kid to be a delightfully pliable subject.
From Robin Hood to tormented adolescent, from quiet avenger to degener-
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Above, left: Jack Beutel as Billy in The Outlaw. (United Artists, 1943)
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)

Emilio Estevez as Billy in Young Guns. (Twentieth
Century Fox, 1988)
(Photograph courtesy Paul Hutton Collection)

Above, right:

ate punk, and from martyred symbol of freedom to hip gang leader, he has
been continually manipulated to satisfy new audiences. Each generation of
movie maker has reinterpreted this familiar story to fit a new vision, one
shaped by the peculiar social milieu of a changing America. It is this pliability that helps to explain the attractiveness of Billy's story.
Despite innumerable books, magazine articles, comic books, toys, tourist sites, songs, and paintings on Billy the Kid, his international fame is
derived mainly from film and television. The sixty movies featuring Billy
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have created an enduring image. At the same time, Billy's story has contributed to Hollywood's evolution by"providing a reliable and continuingly successful storyline, by helping to break down censorship barriers, by introducing
method-acted westerns attracting major stars, and by saving the genre during its darkest days. Billy and Hollywood remain forever intertwined.
Over 125 years after his death, this daring young outlaw continues to capture the world's imagination. He is indeed the stuff that dreams are made
of-our own deadly version of Peter Pan morphed into Robin Hood. He is
the perfect silver-screen hero, for every boy wants to be him and every girl
wants to be with him. Bearing a crystal-clear vision of gunsmoke justice, he
is the eternal youth refusing to compromise or sell out and never hesitating
to ride out against injustice. Little wonder he remains Hollywood's golden
boy-the outlaw of our silver screen dreams.
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